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Outline

Richter works with many of the largest and most successful B2B companies in the world. 
And while they have great teams and are doing many of the right things, there are inevitable gaps in their sales journey.



A world-class team

Richter has built a team of the most talented writers, animators, illustrators, 
videographers, editors, and everyone else you could need who know and understand 
that journey. 

Rather than trying to build a team internally or rely solely on the team they have, large companies can turn to Richter for a 
turnkey solution that includes stellar products and a world-class customer experience, to improve their end-to-end sales 
journey.



Problem we solve

The companies we work with often need support in one of four areas: pre-sales and 
marketing, sales enablement, training, and internal communications or customer 
experience.
 
We created what we refer to as our “Product Box” that breaks these areas down into four separate quadrants.

We assess each area and define what needs to be done so that there are clear journeys in each quadrant. And we help 
execute content and strategies that accomplish the given goal for that area.



How do we do this?

Here’s a breakdown of each quadrant and the various tactics and methods we deploy:

Sales Enablement

Pre-Sales
Training & 

Internal Communication

Customer Experience



Quadrant 1 – Advertising & Pre-Sales

In this first quadrant, we’re looking to improve the pre-sales journey. 

We’re tackling things like identifying the ideal audience, finding where they are online, and building a campaign to capture 
their attention and route them into sales. It starts with mapping this initial journey so we know the exact sequence of events.
 
Once the journey is mapped, we can then define the strategy to execute. This can include things like a video ad hosted on 
LinkedIn that pushes over to a landing page with a value proposition video, a well-written paragraph, and a “book a call” 
button that links to Calendly and Zoom.



Quadrant 1 – Advertising & Pre-Sales

LinkedIn video targeted ad campaign that pushes over to ad page to book a call

A targeted YouTube commercial that features a link to the ad page

Animated banner ad campaign across key sites

Landing pages

Webinar campaign creation

Demand gen consulting and setup

Content strategy for a social media campaign targeted to the audience (corporate or for c-suite)

Direct response campaign (account-based selling)

RAS origin story short, original, or series (computer animation)

In this quadrant, we typically recommend things like: 



Quadrant Two – Sales Enablement

In Quadrant Two, we’re looking to map the exact process steps of the sales journey and 
help create content and assets that support the sales team in sequence through each 
stage so they can follow up and follow through. 

We’ve found that in many cases, salespeople follow up 3 times on average… but it can take 18 or more contacts to close in 
B2B. Our mission is to build a methodical process for the sales team to follow and arm them with the right tool at the right 
stage to help them close more of what they already have.
 
In this quadrant, we also work on custom pitches.



Sequential sales enablement campaign comprised of video, sales decks, landing page, and case studies. 

Custom high-end pitches – videos and deck

Sales Decks

Landing pages

Case studies

Experience Trailer Video

In this quadrant, we typically recommend things like: 

        IE: discovery > proposal > proposal review > selling and handling > asking > closing and logistics > thank you and onboard > finance 

Quadrant Two – Sales Enablement



Quadrant Three – Training, Internal 

Communications and Digital Transformation

With Quadrant Three, our focus is internal. 

We execute sales training, mapping the sales process, and building training content that is clear, high quality, repeatable, and 
easy to follow. This can also include internal communication assets like vision or values content, global digital transformation
content, return to office or hybrid content, or corporate messaging.



Sales training campaign

Process mapped

Series created

Drills made

Learning site created to host content 

Internal communication alignment

In this quadrant, we typically recommend things like: 

Core values

Mission / vision

Hybrid or RTO (return to office)

RAS origin story to align people 

Digital Transformation campaign

Quadrant Three – Training, Internal 

Communications and Digital Transformation



Quadrant Four – Customer Experience

In Quadrant Four, we review the end-to-end customer journey. What does the first 
interaction through the final interaction look like? 

Once each touchpoint is defined, we can address what needs to be done to improve it. This can include things like 
orientation content, a custom video knowledge base hosted on a corporate YouTube “help” channel, process content, and so 
on.



Map the customer experience journey from start to finish

Fill the gaps

YouTube help channel

Orientation content

Next steps

Process content

Customer success survey/feedback

In this quadrant, we typically recommend things like: 

Quadrant Four – Customer Experience



Our training content helped Wyndham weather the pandemic, and dramatically increase the retention of 
their salespeople. As a result, their profits are up 160% in the past year.

Here are just a few successful results from companies that have partnered with Richter:

Outcomes

 Dell has seen their traffic increase 3X. 

NEC leveraged our creative content and strategy to help win their largest deal yet.

Richter was selected to spearhead the creative campaign for Safelite’s digital transformation initiative, and 
to help tell the story of their new CEO’s first 100 days in office.



"Adam and I are reviewing this together at 11:30 this morning. I went through it and WOW, I love it! You are always on 
point. Cannot wait to see this in video format. Stay tuned and thank you for turning this around to us so fast."

Feedback

"I will say that the feedback from every Emerson team that we recommend to work with Richter is always fantastic and I’m 
pleased that we’ve been able to get our SYSS and MSOL colleagues to work with you in addition to my business and my 
former team at Discrete & Industrial."

"...we wanted to let you know that the Multi-Gig Fiber Launch video series has been a hit! We’ve had 17,000+ technicians 
view this series so far, and the feedback has been great."

"The best of any vendor I've worked with. I'm a big process person and I really like how you communicate your process 
early and every step of the way especially to people who do not understand how hard it is to make even the smallest of 
changes later on in the process. There is nothing you could do better. I wish we could have given you more time so thank 
you for working with us and expediting your process and/or working extra hours to meet our deadline."

"I would like to thank you for your hard work and dedication to make this run in the last sprint! We landed on a great
video and I am very proud of what came out! We showed it in our VP Kick-Off and it was well-received."



A few of our clients



We’d love to setup a Zoom call to run through our model, understand your needs and 
advise how we can help.
 

Use this link to book a call with us.

Let's talk.

https://calendly.com/robertcornish/sales-journey-discussion

